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Abstract

Interactive narrative systems produce branching story
experiences for a human user using an interactive world.
A class of interactive narrative systems, called strong
story systems, manage a user’s experience by manipu-
lating the interactive world and its characters according
to a formal story model. In these systems, a human user
may place the world into a state such that the formal
story model can no longer control interaction. One solu-
tion to this problem, called intervention, is to exchange
the undesirable outcomes of a player’s action for a set
that do not violate the story model. However, the player
may become aware that their intended action is being in-
tervened against by a context-sensitive, meta-narrative
process. In this paper we describe a method of ensur-
ing game world alibis for interventions through domain
modification of world mechanics.

Introduction
The challenge of interactive narrative is to create an interest-
ing or structured story experience that changes and adapts to
the actions a human user takes as they interact with the story-
telling system. One approach to this problem, called strong
story systems (Riedl and Bulitko 2013), control interactive
experiences with a well-defined central story model. Auto-
mated strong story systems generate their story models ac-
cording to constraints set by a human author and in response
to or anticipation of actions a user can perform. However,
sometimes an automated strong story system will not be able
to generate a system response to all user actions that satisfy
its pre-defined author constraints. When this happens, the
system can make one of several choices: don’t present the
harmful action as a possibility to the player, throw out the
authorial constraints and replace them with an alternative set
that the system can satisfy (Riedl et al. 2008), or allow the
player to take action but modify the action’s outcome so that
it does not contradict the author’s goals (Riedl, Saretto, and
Young 2003).

Not presenting or not allowing the course of action to the
user may be straightforward to implement in most cases.
However, doing so may make it apparent to the user that
some courses of action, available in other circumstances,
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are now unavailable for no apparent reason. This realiza-
tion could have an adverse effect on aspects of the user’s
experience, like decreasing the user’s sense of agency or au-
tonomy (Mawhorter et al. 2014). The second method, ex-
changing the initial set of constraints set by the author on
the story for a new set, is effective but requires more work
on the part of the author to specify sets of constraints that are
each effective at allowing the system to generate interesting
experiences. Furthermore, it could be that none of the sets of
constraints are met by the world state to which the user has
navigated. In this case, the method is no longer an option.
The third method, called intervention, requires an author to
create special operators called failure modes that match the
action the user is trying to perform but with slightly different
outcomes that do not violate the story model. This method
may also lead to the user realizing that in some cases their
action is executed normally, but in other cases it behaves ac-
cording to the intervention failure mode outcome for no ap-
parent in-world reason. Like the first method, this may lead
to adverse effects on agency and autonomy.

In this paper we present a method of providing alibis for
interventions. An alibi is a shift in the game world, imper-
ceptible to the user, that ensures a logical explanation for
why the system behaves a certain way. In our work, we pro-
vide alibis for interventions by rewriting author-specified ax-
ioms on the fly to provide explanations for failure mode be-
havior in terms of replicatable world mechanics. By rewrit-
ing world mechanics whenever an intervention is performed,
the system provides an in-world context for the alternate out-
come that always differs from the original action. Further-
more, the system maintains a model of what world mechan-
ics the user has observed and only performs interventions if
the rewritten rule has not yet been observed.

Related Work
This paper presents a method of ensuring interventions in
interactive narratives can be explained away by world me-
chanics. Mimesis (Young et al. 2004) is a plan-based inter-
active narrative system that uses interventions as one of two
strategies, described in Riedl, Saretto, and Young (2003), to
merge autonomous player behavior with an automatically
generated plot. One expected downside to the intervention
method used in Mimesis is its negative impact on invisibil-
ity (Roberts and Isbell 2008), specifically, when the meta-



narrative system used to select failure mode interventions
becomes apparent to the player.

We ensure interventions can be explained away by pro-
viding world-mechanic alibis for intervention behavior.
Sunshine-Hill and Badler (2010) used alibis to explain away
randomly generated NPC behavior once a player begins pay-
ing attention to the character by transitioning from a random
behavior generator to a behavior pattern that explains their
current activity in the context of a sequence of actions that
accomplish some task. Robertson and Young (2014) use ali-
bis in the context of an interactive narrative system to widen
the space of accommodations the system can find and Li et
al. (2014) presents a system that generates NPC alibis and
communicates them to the player using natural language.

We implement our method in a plan-based experience
management system by selectively rewriting conditional ef-
fects stored in domain operators. Porteous et al. (2015) has
also applied the technique of domain revision to interac-
tive narrative, generating new planning operators that cre-
ate more pathways through an interactive narrative space by
procedurally creating antonyms of existing actions.

World Mechanic Alibis
The system we describe here provides in-world alibis for in-
terventions by changing aspects of the world mechanics that
the player has not observed to allow the player to take an
action that otherwise would derail the interactive narrative
system. This can be accomplished while remaining consis-
tent from the player’s perspective if the system tracks what
game rules the player has observed and only changes aspects
of the game mechanics that the player has not yet observed.

At design time, the interactive narrative author defines
two types of world mechanics: static and dynamic. Static
rules can never be removed by the system, they always dic-
tate how the world operates. A dynamic rule can be removed
from the system if it leads to an unwanted state and the
player has not observed it hold in the world.

Our implementation of world mechanic alibis is a plan-
based system where dynamic rules are implemented as con-
ditional effects of plan actions.

Planning
The system we define is plan-based and uses a planner to
construct linear narratives which consist of ordered actions
for character to take within the story world. Plan actions are
defined by a set of templates called operators.
Definition 1 (Operator). A planning operator is an action
template that describes a state transition. Planning operators
are represented <ρ,ε> where ρ, the set of preconditions, is
a set of atomic formulae that must hold true for the action
to be performed, and ε, the set of effects, is a set of atomic
formulae that become true after the action and conditional
effects.

Our system uses conditional effects, which are syntactic
sugar for specifying two operators at once.
Definition 2 (Conditional Effect). A conditional effect
is a precondition-effect pair specified in a planning op-
erator’s list of effects. Conditional effects are represented

<cρ,cε>where cρ, the set of preconditions, is a set of atomic
formulae that must hold true for the conditional effect to be
triggered, and cε, the set of effects, is a set of atomic formu-
lae that become true when the conditional effect holds.

A conditional effect cε is only added to an action’s effect
list if the action’s set of preconditions, ρ, and set of condi-
tional effect preconditions, cρ, hold in the current state.

A planning problem is comprised of two state descriptions
and a set of operators.
Definition 3 (Planning Problem). A planning problem de-
scribes an initial and a goal state, which are conjunctions of
ground atomic formula representing a start and end state for
the world, and a set of operators. Planning problems are rep-
resented<I ,G,O> where I is the initial state description,G
is the goal state description, and O is the set of operators.

From the planning problem, a planner searches through
sequences of fully ground operators called actions.
Definition 4 (Action). An action is a ground instantiation of
an operator. Actions are represented by the triple <ρ,ε,β>,
where ρ and ε are preconditions and effects from the corre-
sponding operator, and β is a set of binding constraints on
free variables in ρ and ε. The set of preconditions of a par-
ticular action a are referred to as ρa and the set of effect of
a are referred to as εa.
Definition 5 (Plan). A plan is a sequence of actions that
represents the solution to a planning problem.

A plan, when executed from the initial state specified by
its planning problem, will produce the problem’s goal state.

Mediation
Mediation is a plan-based process that transforms a plan-
ning problem into a branching tree structure by analyzing
dependency relationships between actions in an initial plan
produced by a planner on the planning problem.
Definition 6 (Dependency). A dependency is a relationship
between two plan actions and an atom in a plan P . A depen-
dency is represented <ai,e,aj>where ai and aj are the two
actions, e is the atom, e is an effect of ai, e is a precondition
of aj , ai is ordered before aj in P , and for all ak ordered be-
tween ai and aj in P , e 6∈ εak . The set of all dependencies
between actions in some plan P is referred to as DP and the
atom of dependency d is referred to as ed.

A dependency is any world state literal needed for the ex-
ecution of a plan action. It is an interval between the last
action that establishes the literal to the action that lists the
literal as a precondtion. Any time the player has an opportu-
nity to reverse a plan dependency with one of their actions,
we say the action is exceptional.
Definition 7 (Exceptional Action). An exceptional action
is any action ae a player can perform in plan P over the
interval of dependency <ai,e,aj>, where ai, aj ∈ P , such
that ¬e ∈ εae .

A player-performed action is exceptional if it breaks a de-
pendency in the current story plan by reversing an atomic
formula listed as a precondition of a future plan action. The
process of responding to an exceptional action by replanning
is called accommodation.



Definition 8 (Accommodation). Given a conjunction of
ground atomic formulae S that represents a world state af-
ter an exceptional action ae performed by the player during
execution of story plan P that is a solution to planning prob-
lem <I ,G,O>, an accommodation of ae is a new plan P ′

that solves planning problem <S,G,O>.

Iteratively accommodating possible exceptional actions
is a method used by some interactive narrative systems
to generate tree data structures that represent a branching
story (Riedl and Young 2006), called a mediation tree.

Definition 9 (Mediation Tree). A mediation tree is a tree
whose nodes are plans and edges are exceptional actions.
Each of a node’s outgoing edges represent a possible excep-
tional action in its plan. Each of a node’s children is an ac-
commodation plan for the exceptional action edge that con-
nects the two nodes.

This tree can be pre-computed or expanded dynamically
as a player interacts in a story world. However, if the planner
cannot find a plan from the state following an exceptional
action to the planning problem’s goal state an accommoda-
tion cannot be made and a new branch cannot be added to
the interactive story data structure. In this case, some other
method must be used to reconcile the player’s action with
the narrative plan. One possible response, called interven-
tion, would be for the system to exchange the set of effects
of the players exceptional action for a second set that is not
exceptional, called a failure mode.

Definition 10 (Failure Mode). Given some operator o =
<ρo,εo>, a failure mode of o, o′ = <ρo,εo′>, is a second
operator with the same set of preconditions as o but a differ-
ent set of effects.

Definition 11 (Intervention). Given an exceptional action
ae, a system intervention replaces ae with failure mode a′e
such that ∀d ∈ DP ,¬ed 6∈ εa′e .

Intervention is the process of exchanging the effects of
the player’s exceptional action for an alternate set that does
not violate any dependencies. However, one intuitive prob-
lem with intervention is that there is no in-world reason why
the failure mode effects happen in some situations but the
normal effects in others. The driving force behind an inter-
vention is whether an exceptional action has occurred, which
depends on the system’s current plan. The system plan exists
outside the story world, so it might become apparent to the
player by observing the special intervention reactions that
the system is manipulating the world. In the next section we
present a method of providing in-world alibis for interven-
tions by ensuring that world-mechanics are altered to create
an in-world context for triggered failure modes.

Operator Revision
At design time, our system allows the domain author to spec-
ify special, dynamic conditional effects.

Definition 12 (Dynamic Conditional Effect). A dynamic
conditional effect is a conditional effect, <dρ,dε>, that is
allowed to be removed from the set of effects εo of its oper-
ator o in the planning problem.

Dynamic conditional effects allow a domain author to
specify two alternate behaviors for a domain per dynamic
conditional effect: the base case where the dynamic condi-
tional effect is erased and the more complex case where it re-
mains and plays a role in the operator’s behavior. This allows
a domain author to over-specify a domain’s mechanics with
dynamic conditional effects and have the mediation system
selectively remove rules if they ever lead to unwanted world
states. This process is called operator revision intervention.
Definition 13 (Operator Revision Intervention). Given an
exceptional action ae with effect ¬e ∈ dε of dynamic con-
ditional effect pair d ∈ εae that breaks some dependency
<ai,e,aj>∈ DP of the current plan P that solves planning
problem <I ,G,O> where o ∈ O is the operator ae is in-
stantiated from, remove d from εo.

By removing the dynamic conditional effect directly from
the domain operator used to generate plans, all future in-
stances of actions created from the operator will respond
in the same way as the current intervention. In this way
the world remembers the interventions it has performed and
never jumps back and forth between a base and failure mode
case. However, this does not yet account for what the player
has observed in the domain. To ensure that the world’s me-
chanics are consistent from the player’s perspective we need
to model what domain rules the player has observed.

Knowledge Microtheory
Similar to creating character alibis for accommoda-
tion (Robertson and Young 2014) the system here needs
a working theory of what the player has observed so it
never erases a dynamic conditional effect from the domain
if the player knows it exists. A microtheory (Guha and Lenat
1993) is a group of statements about a topic that make spe-
cial assumptions or simplifications and can be integrated
with a more complete theory at a later date.

We label our microtheory DomainKnowledgeMt. To spec-
ify that some axiom A belongs to DomainKnowledgeMt,

ist(DomainKnowledgeMt, A) (1)
where ist stands for ’is true in’, DomainKnowledgeMt is

the context where the axiom holds, and A is the axiom.
There are three parts to our microtheory. We apply our mi-
crotheory to some world state s in the linearly ordered set
of world states S that have occurred in the game world. We
say an action a ∈ s if a is the action that transformed s to its
successor s′ in S. First, a character observes every object or
entity at their current location.

ist(DomainKnowledgeMt,∀xyzCharacter(x) ∧ At(x, z)
∧At(y, z) → Observes(x, y))

(2)

If one character observes another character as they per-
form an action, the first character also observes the action.

ist(DomainKnowledgeMt,∀xyzCharacter(x) ∧ Actor(y, z)
∧Action(z) ∧ Observes(x, y) → Observes(x, z))

(3)



Finally, if an action is observed then so are all of the ac-
tion’s enabled effects.

ist(DomainKnowledgeMt,∀xyzCharacter(x) ∧ Action(y)
∧Effect(z, y) ∧ Observes(x, y) → Observes(x, z))

(4)

Note that if a conditional effect’s preconditions are not
met, the conditional effects will not be listed in the action’s
effect list, so a dynamic conditional effect is only observed
when its preconditions are met.

Consistent Operator Revision
With the knowledge microtheory we can track what dynamic
conditional effects have been observed by the player and
only remove them from domain operators if the microthe-
ory says they have not been observed in the past, or their
observation can be explained away by an alternate plan.

Example
For an example, imagine a noir world where a detective,
Thursday, has a confrontation with a mob leader, Big Boy, in
a warehouse. Thursday has a pistol and in the warehouse is a
faulty grenade. The goal state is for Big Boy to be deceased
and Thursday to be alive. The ’take-object’ operator used to
take an object from a location has a dynamic conditional ef-
fect that when a faulty grenade is taken, it explodes in the
hands of the taker and ends their life.

If the player as Thursday shoots Big Boy with the pistol,
the goal state is satisfied and the game is over. If the player
doesn’t act, the system directs Big Boy to take the faulty
grenade which explodes according to its dynamic condi-
tional effect and satisfies the goal state. If the player takes the
grenade, the dynamic conditional effect of faulty grenades
blowing up is removed from the take action which preserves
the player’s life and allows the world to continue.

If the game were to continue then all future faulty
grenades would not explode when taken and could be dif-
ferentiated from regular grenades by another behavior, like
not exploding when thrown. This is different from defining
the same behavior with a failure mode intervention opera-
tor because the failure mode behavior would not persist and
faulty grenades would explode whenever the system wanted
a character dead but would not explode whenever it wanted
a character to live.

Future Work
We plan to test whether players can detect repeated failure
mode interventions and measure how they impact play ex-
perience. We expect, as others in the literature have pointed
out, that repeated failure mode interventions will make the
system’s goals transparent to the player which will have
a detrimental effect on aspects of their experience, like
agency and autonomy. We plan to compare these observa-
tions against the same system using domain revision inter-
ventions. We expect that intervening with domain revisions
will preserve the player’s feelings of agency and autonomy
by providing in-world rules that govern system intervention.

Conclusion
Operator revision is one way to structure interventions such
that the system creates a world-rule alibi for what happened.
This addresses the transparency issue of previous interven-
tion methods, where repeated system interventions might
lead to the player becoming aware of the experience man-
agement system interfering with the world. We plan to vali-
date our method by comparing player experience when play-
ing in a system with regular intervention verses revision.
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